
 
TO:                        Employees Enrolled in Anthem Blue Cross HMO/PPO Medical Plans  

as of 7/1/16 
 
FROM:                  Human Resources 
 
SUBJECT:             Anthem Blue Cross ID Cards and Express Scripts Prescription ID  

Cards 
 
With the start of the new 2016-2017 plan year effective 7/1/16, all Anthem Blue Cross 
medical insurance members should have received new medical ID cards from Anthem 
Blue Cross as well as new prescription ID cards from Express Scripts. This also applies 
to employees that were already enrolled in Anthem Blue Cross HMO/PPO plans in the 
2015-2016 plan year that elected to continue their Anthem coverage into the 2016-2017 
plan year. The reason why new ID cards and separate prescription ID cards were 
generated and mailed out to all existing and new members was due to the fact our 
“group” numbers changed on the administrative side for Anthem. This resulted in new 
ID cards needing to be mailed out. Our “group” is now considered to be under California 
Schools Employee Benefits Association (CSEBA) as opposed to how it was previously 
reported under San Bernardino Community College District. As a reminder, CSEBA is 
the joint powers authority (JPA) that we decided to join with our Anthem medical plans 
and our Delta Dental PPO plans at the start of the 7/1/16 plan year.   
 
As of today, it has become clear that a vast majority if not all current Anthem members 
have not received their new medical and prescription ID cards for the 7/1/16 effective 
date. These cards should have been received by employees by 7/1/16. We are working 
with CSEBA and Anthem to determine why there has been a delay on the new cards 
being sent out to their members. As soon as we have an expected date of delivery, we 
will communicate that to employees. 
 
In the meantime, if you need to obtain medical services through your medical 
group/specialist or you need to fill a prescription, please continue to read the below. 
 
If you are an existing member with Anthem (had Anthem medical coverage in 2015-
2016), your current Anthem medical ID card contains valuable information that is still 
useful. Your current Anthem ID # found on your Anthem ID card will remain the same 
even with the change in group numbers. The key piece of information missing from your 
current (old) ID card that you will need is your group number as of 7/1/16. 
 

 HMO Group #: 59ZPIA 

 PPO Group #: 14706A 
 
If you need to fill a prescription, take your current (old) Anthem Blue Cross ID card to 
the pharmacy and provide them with the following RX group # and RX Bin #: 
 

 RX Group #: 4SCSEBA 



 RX BIN #: 610014 
 
Anthem members are also encouraged to download and register on the Express Scripts 
mobile application. Using your Anthem ID number found on your ID card, you will be 
able to register an account on the Express Scripts mobile app and access your 
electronic Express Scripts prescription card.  
 
If you are a new Anthem member as of 7/1/16, please read attachment for details on 
how to obtain medical services without your medical ID card. 
 
Employees and the medical provider offices if needed can always call Anthem directly 
to confirm eligibility for subscribers and their dependents.  
 
For HMO members: 1-800-227-3771 
For PPO members: 1-800-288-2539 
 

Cory Elmore 
Benefits Specialist|Human Resources 
San Bernardino Community College District  
114 South Del Rosa Dr. San Bernardino, CA 92408 
Phone 909-382-4027 | Fax 909-382-0173 | Email celmore@sbccd.edu 
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